
To continue my list, let me take goodwill. Usually this is not
mentioned at all. It is to be found in Samuelson, but only in the form of a
note to the effect that it is a saleable asset. But this leaves out ofaccount
the underlying economic meaning of goodwill as an asset: reputation for
Performance. Conversely, there is badwill. If a firm provides a defective
good, fails to deliver in time, cannot supply spare parts, then its
reputation suffers and so does its business - if the customer can go
elsewhere. There are two consequences. One is that one cannot ignore
the sum total of a firm's activities; one transaction affects, for good or ill,
other transactions. This explains why theorists avoid the issue: it makes
marginal analysis untidy, since rigor and elegance require isolation of
transactions from each other (their link is with the market). Such selling
slogans as "open always", "we will take you anywhere", "You will be
seated", "We are not knowingly undersold", are goodwill-creating
means of pleasing the prospective customer. They do not necessarily
imply that each transaction will yield the required rate of profit; indeed
it is quite likely that it would not. The chosen strategy is expected to be
profitable. A second consequence is that, if a monopoly Situation exists,
there is no "commercial" reason to acquire, no commercial penalty for
losing, goodwill. If the customer cannot go elsewhere, what does it
matter, in terms of the proflt-and-loss account?

Let us pass on to purpose, aim, role of the enterprise. In a competitive
market, this is simple: to make a profit. The firm chooses its role in
relation to market opportunity.

It can and does modify this role, selecting the strategy which best
suits its Situation. Other firms in the same line of business may select a
different role. Let us take garages. Some may be open on Sundays and/
or all night, others not. Some shops open late on some evenings, others
do not. Once again, it does not follow that each of these activities is at all
times profitable if separately costed. Thus an all-night garage probably
does not make a profit between 3 and 5 a. m., but might benefit from the
fact that its customers know that it is always open. All this assumes a
competitive market. If, however, market forces are weak, or there is a
monopoly, then none of this would happen automatically. Why should
any garage be open at night, unless it is considered to be someone's
duty to ensure that some all-night facilities be provided? Or imagine a
state-monopoly of retail trade. Apart from the question of convenience
of opening hours, and the ränge of stocks carried, there is the not
unimportant question of the saving of customers' time. Consider a
monopolist retailer who is instructed to behave "commercially", i. e. to
pay attention to profit, productivity per shop-worker, turnover per shop.
These indicators would all look "better" if the customers stood in line all
day. So would the "efficiency" of a bus service if all buses were füll, with
people standing on each others' toes. One really must introduce the
question of "efficiency for what", the purpose of the exercise.

Yet the late Denys Munby, on Oxford economist who was then
advising those in Charge of (nationalized) transport undertakings, told
the Select Committee on nationalized industries (1968) that, so long as
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